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Introduction:
Outlier removal is an important problem in modern society. Related techniques have been widely used in a variety of fields: reverse engineering, rapid prototyping, biomedicine, architecture, entertainment industry, financial data analysis, etc.

Many studies have been conducted to remove outliers effectively and efficiently. However, most of these methods perform well only in specific situations. Some methods [1, 2] are more suited to handling isolated outliers, and others [3] are good in dealing with surfaces without sharp features. Shen, et al. [4] proposed a surface propagation method combined with minimal variance and normalized histogram which performs well in both non-isolated outlier clusters and sharp edges. But, Shen's method encounters an efficiency issue when dealing with large-scale data models. Wang and Feng [5] further advanced Shen's method by introducing a new method: majority voting.

According to our analysis, non-isolated outlier clusters and sharp featured outlier clusters are two types of the most difficult outlier clusters. As for non-isolated outlier clusters, outlier clusters are so close to a main surface that distance-based criteria are not effective to remove outliers. With respect to sharp featured outlier clusters, it is difficult to preserve these sharp features in a data model because geometric non-smoothness at these features invalidates many analysis arsenals in calculus and differential geometry. In some cases such as laser scanning data, we might have to handle surfaces with sharp features and non-isolated outlier clusters. This becomes the most difficult type of models. The main objective of this paper is to propose a fast algorithm to remove different types of clusters, especially the most difficult types of outlier clusters, in an accurate and efficient way.

Main Idea:
The domain of a point cloud model is subdivided into a limited number of voxels (volume elements) through a uniform partition in a 3D space. We use a voxel as the minimal unit of analysis and display. Specifically, all the numerical analyses are aimed at each single voxel, and all the data points in a voxel are treated simultaneously as an outlier or true data point. We adopt this approach for three reasons:
(a) Principle of locality: as for the tasks of surface outlier removal, data points in a small voxel are highly likely to have similar properties.
(b) A reasonable partition of voxels provides us an effective way to analysis data clusters statistically and locally.
(c) It is cheap to partition data clusters into voxels and work on them.

The propagation is based on voxel and starts from an initial voxel. Then, it looks around the neighboring ring of the current voxel, select the voxels that are considered to be inside the main surface, and mark them as true data according to driving force for propagation. Herein, the driving force is defined as a mechanism to guide the surface propagation. Other voxels in the ring are
temporarily marked as outliers. For each voxel that is inside the main surface, the program looks around and repeats the above procedure. The propagation terminates until we have no new voxel to visit. After the propagation, the program treats each data point in the voxels, which are marked as outliers or untouched (initial status), as outlier; each data point in the voxels that are marked as true data as a true data point.

Notice that because some voxels will be visited several times, there are different tricks to take in the propagation. Here, we finally mark the voxel as true data as long as it has been treated as true data for at least one time. But, with respect to those voxels that are treated as true data after being treated as outliers, they are not included into next iteration of propagation.

The driving force is crucial for surface propagation. It is used to determine whether a voxel should be included into the main surface. The key principles to select the driving force for surface propagation include:

(a) The driving force should be direct or indirect measurements or statistics,
(b) The driving force should imply the levels of intimacy between voxels,
(c) The driving force should imply the difference between true data and outliers.

We define two kinds of driving forces in our method: distance and angle. As for distance, it refers to the Euclidean distance between the centroid of data points in a neighboring voxel and the plane determined by the two largest eigenvectors of the current voxel. It is a priori assumed that the smaller the distance is, the larger the probability, with which the neighboring voxel is actually inside the main surface, is. In other words, outliers have larger distances than true data points.

With respect to angle, it represents an angle between two planes each of which is determined by the two largest eigenvectors of the current and neighboring voxels, respectively. It is a priori assumed that the smaller the angle is, the larger the probability, with which the neighboring voxel is actually inside the main surface, is. In most cases, outliers have larger angles than true data points.

Notice that each single driving force mentioned above is not effective enough to handle all cases. For example, in a scenario of removing non-isolated surface outliers, which is regarded as the most difficult case, outliers are often quite close to the main surface. Thus, the distance approach is likely to fail. In other scenarios, the angle approach is not effective enough to differentiate true data from outliers. A comprehensive way is to combine these two criterions so that we can handle different cases.

The initial voxel is another crucial factor for surface propagation. If an incorrect initial voxel is selected, the propagation cannot help us remove outliers. The key principle to select an initial voxel of surface propagation is to find the voxel that is most likely to be inside the main surface. Here, we adapt connectivity flags and histogram bins of eigenvalues to determine a level variable for each voxel which indicates the probability for a voxel to be inside the main surface. Then, the voxel with the highest probability is selected as an initial voxel.

A general flowchart of our fast voxel-based propagation (FVBSP) for outlier removal is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of three main technical components: connectivity, eigenvalue, and core propagation. The detailed algorithm of FVBSP is provided in Figure 2, while two important routines are outlined in Figures 3 and 4. The eigenvalue of a covariance matrix is computed on the basis of codes in [6].
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**Name:** Fast Voxel-Based Surface Propagation

1. VoxelSet = GetVoxelSet(data_points);
2. InitialVoxel = GetInitialVoxel(VoxelSet);
3. Add InitialVoxel in MainSurface;
4. Loop:
5. foreach current_voxel in MainSurface:

Fig. 1: A general flowchart of our fast voxel-based propagation for outlier removal.
Fig. 2: Algorithm of fast voxel-based surface propagation.

**Name: GetInitialVoxel Input: Voxel**

**Set Output: initial voxel**
1. foreach voxel in Voxel Set:
2. if GetConnectivityFlag(voxel) is true:
3. error = CalcSmallestEigenValue(voxel);
4. hlevel = Bin(error);
5. else:
6. hlevel = MaxBinNum – 1;
7. Select a single voxel with smallest hlevel as initial voxel;

Fig. 3: Routine of GetInitialVoxel Input.

**Name: DrivingForceJudgement**

**Input: neighboring_voxel & current_voxel**
1. Calculate eigenvectors for the two voxels;
2. Calculate the two planes for the two voxel;
3. Calculate the distance between the centroid of data points in neighboring_voxel and plane in current_voxel;
4. Calculate the included angle between the two planes;
5. DrivingForce = ratio*Normalized(distance) + (1-ratio)*Normalized(angle);
6. if DrivingForce < Threshold:
7. return true;
8. else:
9. return false;

Fig. 4: Routine for computing the driving force.
Compared with Shen’s surface propagation method, some unique features of our FVBSP method include

(a) The FVBSP method is based on voxels instead of kd-tree. This makes it less expensive and more efficient than Shen’s method.
(b) The FVBSP method combines not only the distance factor but also the angle factor, which makes it well-suited to different types of outlier clusters.
(c) The FVBSP method starts from one initial voxel and runs one round of propagation while Shen’s surface propagation method starts from a number of initial points and runs several rounds of propagation. The experiment results show that as long as the driving force for surface propagation is effective and the initial voxel is good, one round of propagation is sufficient.

In summary, the FVBSP method simplifies the complexity of surface propagation while keeping a high performance of removing outliers which are difficult to deal with.

We compared eigenvalues method, connectivity method, Shen’s surface propagation method and our FVBSP method on two data models. Both data model 1 (Fig. 1(a)) and data model 2 (Fig. 1(b)) have sharp edges and non-isolated surface outlier clusters that are extremely difficult to handle. In fact, data model 2 is more difficult than data model 1, because data model 2 has the non-isolated surface outlier clusters in the sharp edge area while data model 1 does not combine the two difficulties.

Fig. 5: Noisy data models from laser scanning.

(a) Data model 1  (b) Data model 2

(a) Eigenvalue method  (b) Connectivity method
Fig. 6 is a typical case where non-isolated outlier clusters exist around a sharp corner. This case is more difficult than data model 1 since it combines non-isolated outlier clusters and sharp featured surface. Shen’s method and our FVBSP method perform much better than the eigenvalue method and connectivity method.

Notice that the performance of our VBFSP method is very close to that of Shen’s method, but the FVBSP method is much more efficient than Shen’s method, as illustrated in Table 1. Since our propagation is voxel-based, its efficiency is close to the eigenvalue method and connectivity method. Shen’s method is based on kd-tree that is much more time-consuming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th># of reserved points</th>
<th># of removed outliers</th>
<th>Execution time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>89911</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>89642</td>
<td>886</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen’s method</td>
<td>89068</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVBSP method</td>
<td>86176</td>
<td>4352</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Execution time and removed outlier count of data model 2.

Conclusions:
In summary, our algorithm is compared favorably to the existing methods because it can remove outliers even in the most difficult cases and it is not so time consuming compared with Shen’s method that can also remove difficult outliers. The unique contribution of this paper is to propose a voxel-based surface propagation approach and a linear combination of distance and angle as the driving force of propagation that can deal with complex types of outlier clusters.
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